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A Quickly Growing Problem!
•  Hacking; credit card terminals, ATM’s, and gas pumps 

for user information is a chronic problem.!

•  Increases in retail data breaches are hurting retailers 
reputations and eroding consumer confidence.!

•  Hackers are increasing their focus on the credit card 
terminals, as fire walls get more difficult to penetrate.!

•  Installing memory and RF transmitters in devices allows 
hackers to gather credit card data remotely. !

•  Effective and affordable ways to label and audit these 
devices will be critical in stopping this evolving threat.!
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How Much Does a Breach 
Cost? 

$3,800,000 
Is the average cost of  a data breach. 

The cost per credit card record stolen is  

$165 

This does not include the consumer confidence or 
revenue lost. 

Ponemon Institute’s 2015 Global Cost of  a Data Breach Study 
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 Consumers Know About Retail Credit Card 
and Identity Theft…They Shop Accordingly!
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How do credit card skimmers skim?!
!
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What about Chip and Pin, EMV?!
Hacking has become a war between the hackers vs. IT security 
community. Once one side gains an advantage the other side will 
quickly come up with a counter measure. !

The DDP label is a non-electronic counter measure, so there is nothing 
to hack. !

“New cards won’t stop card fraud altogether. The history of hacker 
ingenuity shows that when one method is blocked, hackers simply shift 
their focus and find another. After retailers moved to improve their 
internal network security years ago by encrypting all card transaction 
data as it traversed their network, hackers simply designed malware to 
grab the data inside point-of-sale terminals as customers swiped them 
through a reader, before the data could be encrypted.” *!

*Hacker Lexicon: What Are Chip and PIN Cards? by Kim Zetter !
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Introducing Skimmer Deterrent 
Kits and Digital Device Protection 
�  Skimmer deterrent kits consist of  tamper evident 

labels that affix to the separation point of  credit 
card terminals and fuel pumps. 

�  Deter - The visible label with wording acts a as 
deterrent to potential hackers and skimmers. 

�  Detect - Working in conjunction with these kits is 
the Digital Device Protection mobile auditing 
software. 
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The Terminal Label!
•  Tamper evident encoded labels have visible VOID pattern. 

If peeled, the VOID watermark is broken through the label 
surface, leaving VOID residue on the terminal. Tamper 
evident labels are made with an advanced multi-layered 
specialty polyester and adhesives. 
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Label securely applied 
over seam of terminal!

Label removed and reapplied 
with VOID watermark visible!

Label VOID residue after 
unauthorized removal !



Terminal Label 1” X 2” 

  

HTTP://tally.solutions 
DDPT -0000000 

Digital Device Protection 
Unauthorized removal or tampering  

with this label is a criminal act. 

PAT. – PEND. 
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The Fuel Label!
•  Tamper evident encoded labels have visible VOID pattern. 

If peeled, the VOID watermark is visible through the label, 
but leaves no residue on the surface. Tamper evident 
labels are made with Mylar matt polyester and high tack 
adhesives. 
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Label securely applied 
over seam of terminal!

Label removed and reapplied 
with VOID watermark visible!

Label leaves no residue 
after removal !



Fuel Label 1” X 3”  
  

4 

DDPF -0000000 

Digital Device Protection by Tally Retail Asset Protection 
 If label is damaged please see cashier 

HTTP://tally.solutions 
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!
Terminal Deterrent Kits!

 Shipped directly to stores for immediate deployment! 
 

�  All Kits include; 

�  Instruction sheet 

�  Alcohol Prep Pads 

�  90 day trial for software 

 

�  Large Format 40 terminal labels 

�  Medium Format 20 terminal labels.  

�  Small Format 10 terminal labels 

�  C-store kit includes 5 terminal labels and 50 fuel labels.  
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Digital Device 
Protection 

Auditing software 
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Digital Device Protection DDP!
•  Developed for and in conjunction with leading  Loss 

Prevention Executives.!

•  DDP deters credit card device tampering.!

•  Identifies and contains breaches to a specific device and 
adds an additional layer of data security. !

•  DDP consists of a serialized tamper evident label affixed to 
any credit card device and a phone APP to audit the label and 
devices condition.!

•  Automatically sends text / e-mail alerts for next audit due and 
past due audits!

•  Includes an audit for overall device condition.!
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Based on proven idea…modern twist! 
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Monitors and Audits Physical!
Locks and Security Staff Tours!

Audits labels on Credit Card !
Terminals  and fuel pumps!



Components Digital Device Protection!
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•  Serialized and bar-coded 
tamper evident security labels 
are affixed to separation point 
of credit card devices!

•  Remotely access the DDP  
data base to audit the label 
and device condition, 
through any smart device!

“It is as simple as affixing a label to the separation point of any device,!
and taking a photo of the label with a Smart Device to audit the label condition”!
!

©



Mobile App Dashboard!
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The DDP mobile App provides a user friendly way for !
store personnel to audit the condition of the tamper evident labels  !



New Audit!
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Included with DDP is a separate audit for payment terminal condition. 
This menu is customizable by the user.  

Conditions include; Needs cleaning, missing keys, loose etc… 
.!

Drop down menu 
For label condition 

Drop down menu 
For terminal 

condition 



Taking photo and completing audit!
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Take Photo 

Photos of labels are time and date stamped and kept in DDP accessible data base. 
The audit is completed and ready for the next terminal. Once the entire store is 

audited the app will automatically remind store personnel when the next audit is due, 
via text or e-mail!

  



Automatically Record Review Audits!
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Secure Login!

Variable Sort !
Functions!

Dashboard!

Displays store, !
date, time,!

 label,!
 and condition!



                         !
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“Tally Retail Asset Protection (TRAP), works with retailers and 
solution providers to discover new and innovative 
technologies that reduce shrink and risk to increase profits.”!
!
Tally’s leadership, has over 50 years of Loss Prevention 
technology development, sales, and marketing experience.!
!
Industry Affiliations:!

Contact info  
Sean Ryan  

954-422-222 
 sean.ryan@tally.solution 


